
  

 

 

A CHANEL DREAM: THE WATCH, JEWELRY AND 

AROMA ETHEREAL EXPERIENCE 

 

  

Imagine entering an elevator where time would stop as soon as you walked in. 

Then, the elevator cabin would magically expand and transform into a luxuriously 

surreal place with attractive, well-dressed people in it, as well as numerous 

CHANEL watches and pieces of fine jewelry. The new CHANEL ad for the 

house’s upscale accessories is an elegantly quirky display of magnificent aesthetics 

and out of the box creativity. When it comes to a brand of such an impressive 

caliber, a dreamy depiction of things is frankly the only way of expressing the 

lifestyle experience offered, in an honest and accurate way. The cool and 

nonchalant attitude, the high-quality craftsmanship and the effortless stylishness are 

truly some of the rare qualities CHANEL is known for. After all, it is in our dreams 

that we discover our truest self, where our individuality merges with our desired, 
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ideal reality. 

 

In a similar fashion, CHANEL’s new ad-film for the N°5 fragrance evokes a feeling 

of fairytale by investing in a plot that one would only find in the realm of fantasy. 

Directed by Johan Renck and starring Marion Cotillard (one of the most prominent 

house ambassadors) and Jérémie Bélingard, the film explores the beauty of 

improbability. A romantic view of the moon from a bridge across the Seine turns 

into a lunar landscape where Marion meets Jérémie for a dance session unlike any 

other. Their enviable chemistry as expressed through their sensual yet playful 

moves, as well as the aura of ecstatic happiness result in the quintessence of blissful 

dreaming. This is what the timeless fragrance represents. The ability to float, 

levitate and reinvent reality in the most mysteriously glorious way. 

 

CHANEL is all about inspiration. Living life to the fullest means accepting it in all 

of its “unreal” forms. 

 

 

CELEBRITY STYLE 

 

 

 

BEYONCE IN CHANEL  

 

KRISTEN STEWART IN CHANEL 

JACKET 
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YOU ARE SO SPECIAL 

 

 

Anything can catch your eye, but it takes something special to catch your 

heart. 

 

 

 

CHANEL RED MINI BAG 

 

CHANEL GOLD BROOCH WITH 

PEARLS 

 

 

CHANEL BLACK DRAWSTRING 

BAG 

 

CHANEL BLACK & WHITE TWEED 

BOOTS 
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